The purpose of this paper is to extend the single-subject Eve atlas from Johns Hopkins University, which currently contains diffusion tensor and T 1 -weighted anatomical maps, by including contrast based on quantitative susceptibility mapping. The new atlas combines a "deep gray matter parcellation map" (DGMPM) derived from a single-subject quantitative susceptibility map with the previously established "white matter parcellation map" (WMPM) from the same subject's T 1 -weighted and diffusion tensor imaging data into an MNI coordinate map named the "Everything Parcellation Map in Eve Space," also known as the "EvePM." It allows automated segmentation of gray matter and white matter structures. Quantitative susceptibility maps from five healthy male volunteers (30 to 33 years of age) were coregistered to the Eve Atlas with AIR and Large Deformation Diffeomorphic Metric Mapping (LDDMM), and the transformation matrices were applied to the EvePM to produce automated parcellation in subject space. Parcellation accuracy was measured with a kappa analysis for the left and right structures of six deep gray matter regions. For multi-orientation QSM images, the Kappa statistic was 0.85 between automated and manual segmentation, with the inter-rater reproducibility Kappa being 0.89 for the human raters, suggesting "almost perfect" agreement between all segmentation methods. Segmentation seemed slightly more difficult for human raters on single-orientation QSM images, with the Kappa statistic being 0.88 between automated and manual segmentation, and 0.85 and 0.86 between human raters. Overall, this atlas provides a time-efficient tool for automated coregistration and segmentation of quantitative susceptibility data to analyze many regions of interest. These data Publisher's Disclaimer: This is a PDF file of an unedited manuscript that has been accepted for publication. As a service to our customers we are providing this early version of the manuscript. The manuscript will undergo copyediting, typesetting, and review of the resulting proof before it is published in its final citable form. Please note that during the production process errors may be discovered which could affect the content, and all legal disclaimers that apply to the journal pertain.
Introduction
Stereotaxic atlases provide a useful frame of reference when analyzing subject data, especially when automated coregistration between subject and atlas allows for efficient segmentation of the subject brain into regions of interest from the atlas. The most commonly used atlases for MRI research contain information that is based mainly on cytoarchitectural features derived from T 1 -weighted contrast. For example, the Talairach and Tournoux atlas (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988) showcases Brodmann's areas, while the International Consortium of Brain Mapping (ICBM) provides a target template for normalization-based group analyses (Mazziotta et al., 2001; Mazziotta et al., 1995) .
The Eve atlas from Johns Hopkins University is a single-subject female brain at 1mm 3 isotropic resolution, in standard Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) coordinates Mori et al., 2008; Oishi et al., 2009 ). Regions of interest in the White Matter Parcellation Map (WMPM) based on this atlas contain information about white matter orientation and tract structures that is derived from Diffusion Tensor Imaging. However, they provide limited detail on gray matter structures, which have a very low fractional anisotropy (Mori et al., 2008) . The resolution from DTI is relatively low at 3T, with large 2.2mm 3 isotropic voxels (10.6 μL). Previously, these gray matter structures were delineated using T 1 -weighted anatomical scans ; however, several gray matter structures, such as the red nucleus, substantia nigra, and dentate nucleus, were not easily visible on T 1 -weighted images.
With the recent advent of high-field imaging, quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM) provides a novel contrast, particularly in deep gray matter regions (de Rochefort et al., 2010; Deistung et al., 2008; Duyn et al., 2007; Li et al., 2012b; Liu, 2010; Liu et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2009; Schweser et al., 2011; Shmueli et al., 2009; Wharton and Bowtell, 2010) . Magnetic susceptibility is the intrinsic property of a substance to affect an applied magnetic field (Kuchel et al., 2003; Schenck, 1996; Yablonskiy, 1998) . This susceptibility can be calculated using a map of the resonance frequency in each voxel, which traditionally utilizes the MR phase signal from gradient-recalled echo (GRE) imaging. The origin of contrast in QSM images has been attributed to iron-containing structures in the deep gray matter nuclei and myelin-containing structures in white matter, the latter being orientation-dependent Haacke et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2010; Li et al., 2012a; Li et al., 2011; Li et al., 2012b; Liu, 2010; Schweser et al., 2011) . While all susceptibilities in tissue are diamagnetic due to the large water content (Schenck, 1996) , iron-rich structures such as the red nucleus and globus pallidus appear bright in a quantitative susceptibility map referenced to CSF, indicating that they are more paramagnetic with respect to CSF, whereas white matter structures appear dark, indicating relative diamagnetism with respect to CSF.
Here, we used high resolution multi-orientation QSM images (1.7 μL voxels) to create a new deep gray matter parcellation map (DGMPM), which is expected to be useful as a template for automated group analyses that can anatomically identify iron-rich structures in the brain. We then combined this map with the white matter regions from the previously established White Matter Parcellation Map (WMPM) from the Eve Atlas to create the EvePM, the "Everything Parcellation Map in Eve Space." Our goal is to provide a normal baseline of mean susceptibility for each region, which can be correlated with brain iron concentration, and, when such data are or become available, can be compared with various neurodegenerative diseases, in hopes of finding a biomarker Schenck and Zimmerman, 2004) . The Eve atlas, complete with different T 1 -weighted, diffusionbased, susceptibility contrast, and parcellation maps can be freely obtained from the MRI Studio website (https://www.mristudio.org), with additional information on the website for the National Research Resource for Functional Brain Imaging (http://www.mriresource.kennedykrieger.org).
Methods

MRI acquisition
After IRB approval and written informed consent, five healthy male volunteers (aged 30 to 33 years old) were studied at 3T (Philips Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands) using dual-channel body-coil excitation and 32-channel head coil receive. In order to generate high-quality quantitative susceptibility maps, we acquired a multi-orientation dataset from each subject Liu et al., 2009; Wharton and Bowtell, 2010) . Each volunteer was scanned with the brain positioned in four separate orientations with respect to the scanner's B 0 field: in the supine position, with the head parallel to the direction of the scanner's B 0 field; tilted to the right, with the subject's right ear towards the right shoulder; tilted back, with cushions under the subject's neck so that the chin was tilted up; and tilted to the left and slightly forward, with the subject's left ear towards the left shoulder and the chin tilted forward towards the chest. When positioning the imaging volume, the midline of the sagittal plane was placed parallel to an imaginary line connecting the anterior (AC) and posterior commissures (PC) of the corpus callosum, and the midlines of the coronal and axial planes were positioned along the medial longitudinal interhemispheric fissure.
Each orientation data set consisted of one survey scan, a reference scan for SENSE reconstruction (Pruessmann et al., 1999) , a T 1 -weighted MPRAGE (Mugler III and Brookeman, 1990) , and a 3D gradient-recalled echo. The MPRAGE scan was acquired to display structural detail, using a 3D gradient-recalled echo with a turbo-field echo readout (TFE factor = 184, TFE shot interval = 3500ms, TI = 1000ms, SENSE = 1 × 1 × 2, TE = 3.2ms, TR = 7.0ms, α = 8°) with an acquired isotropic resolution of 1.2mm 3 (FOV = 220mm × 220mm × 144mm, reconstructed to 224mm × 224mm). Phase images were acquired using a 3D ten-echo gradient-recalled echo sequence (SENSE = 2×1×2, TR = 70ms, TE 1 = 6ms, ΔTE = 6ms, α = 20°, Scan Duration = 9:19min), with a nominal resolution of 1.2mm 3 isotropic, covering the entire brain (120 slices, FOV = 220mm × 220mm × 144mm, reconstructed resolution = 0.98mm × 0.98mm × 1.2mm). Fat suppression was accomplished using a water-selective ProSet 121 excitation pulse and one 60mm-wide REST slab positioned inferior and parallel to the acquired volume. Complex images from the 32 coils were combined using standard SENSE reconstruction on the system. Singleorientation QSM images were calculated using the GRE images acquired in the supine position.
Analysis of multi-orientation and single-orientation quantitative susceptibility maps
We followed a protocol to derive quantitative susceptibility maps using multiple orientations described previously by . For each subject, the fourth-echo magnitude images acquired at all orientations were coregistered to the fourth-echo magnitude image acquired in the supine position, using the Oxford FMRIB Software Library (FSL) Linear Image Registration Tool (FLIRT) (Jenkinson and Smith, 2001; Smith et al., 2004; Woolrich et al., 2009) , with rigid-body linear transformation with a cost ratio determined by a normalized mutual information algorithm. In principle, any magnitude image acquired at any of the echo times can be used to coregister the images from the orientations; in this particular case, the fourth-echo magnitude images (acquired at TE = 24ms) were used because they exhibited excellent contrast between brain structures and the area outside the brain, while maintaining sufficient signal. The coregistration transformation matrix was applied to the real and imaginary data from every echo time (TE) to generate coregistered real and imaginary images, which were subsequently converted to magnitude and phase images. Therefore, the data from all of the orientations were placed in the same frame of reference with respect to the subject, particularly with respect to the imaginary line drawn between the anterior and posterior commissures of the corpus callosum. The direction of the main magnetic field in the subject frame of reference, defined by , could then be calculated based on the scanner's angulation parameters for each position and the coregistration transformation matrix.
The phase signal from each echo was processed with Laplacian-based phase unwrapping Schofield and Zhu, 2003) and the frequency shift Δf in Hertz was calculated as the linear slope of the phase as a function of TE using eight echoes. Dividing Δf by the frequency of the main magnetic field (f = γB 0 = 128MHz at 3T) and multiplying it by 10 6 produced the relative magnetic field shift in units of ppm. The linear fitting of the frequency shift also provided an estimate of the initial phase φ 0 , the intercept. Our threshold was π/8, meaning that voxels with an intercept larger than this threshold were considered unreliable. This was used to exclude voxels with an unreliable phase measurement, which may be due to turbulent flow, partial volume effects, or an unusually high frequency shift .
Once a map of the frequency shift has been calculated, the slowly-varying background gradients from the B 0 field inhomogeneities and interfaces of structures with vastly different susceptibilities (e.g., the sinuses) need to be removed in order to gauge the effects from the small susceptibility differences between gray and white matter structures. Some methods for removing these background gradients include polynomial fitting (Duyn et al., 2007) , dipole fitting (de Rochefort et al., 2010; Wharton and Bowtell, 2010) , and the sophisticated harmonic artifact reduction for phase data (SHARP) . For this project, we used the dipole fitting method to model the background gradient field for each position, by calculating the susceptibility sources outside the brain that would produce the most similar background gradient field to the experimentally measured field. This was accomplished by solving the following minimization problem: 1 where is the unit vector in the direction of the main magnetic field in the subject frame at the i th head orientation, is the spatial frequency vector in the subject frame, and W i is a chosen weighting matrix for the i th orientation. M is a brain mask and β is a regularization parameter. In the present study, for each head orientation, we used the mean normalized GRE magnitude image at the first echo (TE = 6ms) as the weighting matrix. The brain mask was calculated using the FSL Brain Extraction Tool (BET) (Smith, 2002; Smith et al., 2004; Woolrich et al., 2009) , and assigned a value of one inside the brain and zero outside the brain. For the dipole fitting, the regularization parameter β was set to be 1000, which makes the fitted susceptibility source inside the brain very small (less than 1 * 10 −6 ppm) and emphasizes the susceptibility sources outside the brain. An iterative conjugate gradient-based solver was developed for solving this minimization problem using MATLAB R2011b (The MathWorks, Natick, MA). The magnetic field shift distribution calculated by these fitted susceptibility sources was then subtracted from the measured field shift map, and the residual magnetic field shift was used for calculating susceptibility.
The quantitative susceptibility map for each subject was calculated by using the multiple orientation method COSMOS (Liu et al., 2009; Wharton and Bowtell, 2010) , which among existing QSM methods gives the best inverse conditioning and the best image quality. In the subject frame of reference, with phase/frequency data collected at N independent head orientations, the quantitative susceptibility χ was obtained by solving the minimization problem: 2 where 3 and α is a regularization parameter. M out is a complementary mask of the brain mask M used in the dipole fitting procedure with zero inside the brain area and one outside the brain. Similar to the dipole fitting procedure we used the mean normalized GRE magnitude image at the first echo (TE = 6ms) as the weighting matrix for each head orientation. The regularization parameter α was set to 20 and a convergence tolerance of 10 −5 was used in the developed LSQR solver for solving the minimization problem as in Eq. (2). For the COSMOS calculation, a very low convergence tolerance may be used, because the inverse calculation is well-conditioned and very stable. With α set to 20, the resulting susceptibility outside the brain is fairly small (less than 1 * 10 −5 ppm), which emphasizes the susceptibility contributions within the brain. The choice of the α and β regularization parameters are related to the residual signal power inside and outside the brain, and the output QSM results are not very sensitive to their selection. Within a relatively large range, the results are not significantly different. More information on these parameters can be found in previous work .
To calculate a susceptibility map based on a single-orientation dataset, Eq. (2) retains only the term O 1 instead of O 1 through O N . For our single-orientation QSM images, we used a maximum relative residual of 0.08 as the stopping criterion. These single-orientation LQSR calculations were calibrated using the COSMOS calculation .
The multi-orientation susceptibility calculations with COSMOS, as well as the singleorientation calculations with LSQR, were each processed in approximately 20 minutes. Dipole fitting was completed in approximately 30 minutes. Fitting the linear slope in each voxel per orientation took less than a minute per subject. We processed several subjects simultaneously on separate desktops running MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA).
Creating the single-subject atlas in MNI coordinates
The process for creating our single-subject "Everything Parcellation Map" (EvePM) for automated parcellation analysis is outlined in Figure 1 . The JHU MNI single-subject Eve atlas consists of one subject, a 33-year-old white female, with many different brain images in MNI coordinates, including images weighted according to diffusion, T 2 , and T 1 (Mori et al., 2008; Oishi et al., 2009 ). We acquired a series of multi-echo GRE images and a T 1 -weighted MPRAGE scan on this subject (Volunteer 000). The data were processed using MATLAB, which employs FSL-FLIRT for motion correction, and MRI Studio (https:// www.mristudio.org), which employs AIR for motion correction. More information about MRI Studio (Jiang et al., 2006) is also available from the National Research Resource for Functional MRI (http://www.mriresource.kennedykrieger.org/). The EvePM was created with the following steps:
1. A series of multi-echo GRE images was acquired at four orientations. One magnitude image ("000GreMagnitude ") at TE = 24ms from the supine orientation, with the subject lying along the same directly as the B 0 field, was used to create a reference for future magnitude images from other volunteers. Using MATLAB, the corresponding fourth echo magnitude images from the other orientations were coregistered to this supine magnitude image with FSL FLIRT (Jenkinson et al., 2002; Jenkinson and Smith, 2001) . A T 1 -weighted MPRAGE ("000Mprage") was acquired at the same resolution as the GRE acquisition. The JHU MNI Eve atlas contains a T 1 -weighted MPRAGE image in Eve MNI coordinates ("AtlasMprage", downloadable from the website as "JHU_MNI_T1").
2.
The skull was removed from the 000MPRAGE image using FSL BET (Smith, 2002; Smith et al., 2004; Woolrich et al., 2009 ). Skull-stripping was also performed with FSL BET on the reference echo of the GRE magnitude image in the supine position. The brain mask was applied to the other echoes, which are automatically coregistered as a result of the multi-echo GRE acquisition method. Then the brain mask was applied to the other orientations after they were coregistered.
3.
The skull-stripped GRE images ("000GreMag") from four head orientations were processed to yield quantitative susceptibility maps for Volunteer 000 ("000QSM"), providing a template for coregistering QSM images from other volunteers.
4.
Using FSL FLIRT in MATLAB, we coregistered the 000Mprage to the 000GreMag, resulting in an MPRAGE image in the GRE coordinates ("000MprageGre").
5.
The coregistered T 1 -weighted 000MprageGre was coregistered to the original T 1 -weighted image in the pre-existing Eve atlas ("AtlasMprage") with Automated Image Registration (AIR) (Woods et al., 1998a; Woods et al., 1998b) 6. The resulting AIR transformation matrix was then applied to the fourth echo of the GRE magnitude (000GreMag) and the multi-orientation quantitative susceptibility map (000QSM), transforming these images to MNI coordinates, with a field of view at 181 × 217 × 181 mm 3 , image dimensions 181 × 217 × 181 mm 3 , and 1mm 3 isotropic resolution. These GRE magnitude and QSM images in the MNI coordinates of the Eve atlas were named "EveGreMag" and "EveQSM". Because the single-subject atlas was formed from this particular subject, the internal structures did not need any additional warping steps for coregistration. The
EveGreMag was used to coregister the outer surface of the brain between the atlas and other subjects; therefore, the specific echo time chosen for aligning these magnitude images is not very important as long as the contrast between the "inside" and "outside" of the brain is always clear.
7.
Gray matter regions of interest (dentate nucleus, red nucleus, substantia nigra, caudate nucleus, putamen, globus pallidus) were drawn on the new EveQSM by an experienced neuroradiologist (AF); these became the Deep Gray Matter Parcellation Map in Eve space and MNI coordinates ("EveDGMPM", also shown in Fig. 3c ). This DGMPM contained the ROIs for testing the rater agreement.
8.
The DGMPM was combined with the White Matter Parcellation Map from DTI fractional anisotropy analysis (Fig. 3a) to create the "Everything Parcellation Map" ("EvePM", shown in Fig. 3d ).
9.
To analyze each subject on the same reference scale, several of the deep white matter regions were grouped into one "reference ROI" (described in the section below on "2.7 Creating a reference region for magnetic susceptibility measurements"), denoted as "EveRefWM." The average susceptibility within this white matter ROI was assigned to be −0.03 ppm in the QSM, which results in the average susceptibility of the CSF in the ventricles to be approximately 0 ppm. The final QSM map for Eve is called "EveRefQSM," downloadable from the MRI Studio website in the "Images" folder of the individual software packages as "JHU_MNI_SS_QSM_ss." The EveGreMag is called "JHU_MNI_SS_GreMag_ss."
Coregistering subjects to atlas space
A flowchart showing the analysis steps for each dataset is exemplified in Figure 2 for "Volunteer 001."
1. Magnitude and phase data were acquired with a multi-echo GRE.
2.
Skull removal was performed using FSL BET (Smith, 2002; Smith et al., 2004; Woolrich et al., 2009 ) on the first echo of the GRE magnitude images ("001GreMagnitude"). The brain mask was then applied to the other echoes, which are automatically coregistered as a result of the multi-echo GRE acquisition method.
3.
A quantitative susceptibility map ("001QSM") was calculated using the GRE signal phase from multiple orientations, as described above in Section 2.2.
4.
Using AIR (Woods et al., 1998a; Woods et al., 1998b) in the MRI Studio platform, the magnitude image from the fourth echo of the GRE scan ("001GreMag") was coregistered using affine rigid body registration and trilinear interpolation to the magnitude image from the fourth echo of the GRE scan of the Eve atlas ("EveGreMag"), resulting in "001GreAIR" in MNI coordinates.
5.
The resulting AIR transformation matrix was applied to the subject QSM, resulting in "001QSMAIR". To facilitate processing for these QSM images, which had not been referenced for absolute susceptibility, the 001GreAIR and 001QSMAIR images were transformed from float to byte format and intensity-corrected using automated histogram matching with their respective templates, EveGreMag and EveRefQSM. The automated histogram matching places the contrast for regions of interest on the same relative scale.
6.
To coregister the internal structures, the atlas GRE magnitude image ("EveGreMag") and the associated quantitative susceptibility map ("EveQSM")
were used as templates to coregister the affine-coregistered subject GRE magnitude ("001GreAIR") and QSM ("001QSMAIR") simultaneously using dual-channel Large Deformation Diffeomorphic Metric Mapping (LDDMM) (Beg et al., 2005; Cao et al., 2005; Miller et al., 2002) , resulting in "001GreLDDMM" and "001QSMLDDMM."
7.
The inverse AIR and LDDMM transformation matrices were applied to the "Everything Parcellation Map in Eve Space" ("EvePM"), transforming these regions of interest into subject coordinates ("001PM").
8.
Deep white matter regions from this transformed parcellation map were selected as a reference ROI ("001RefWM"), as defined in volunteer 000, in order to analyze the subjects on the same reference scale.
9. The subject QSM maps ("001QSM") were normalized so that the average susceptibility of the white matter reference region of interest in 001RefWM was −0.03ppm, resulting in referenced QSM maps ("001QSMRefWM"). The regions of interest delineated in the transformed subject parcellation map ("001PM") were applied to this referenced QSM map.
Coregistration of one subject to the atlas in MRI Studio took less than half an hour. All of the coregistration processes between atlas and subjects using MRI Studio were finished within two hours, after which the data were sent to the server at the Center for Imaging Science (http://cis.jhu.edu) to undergo LDDMM processing. All of these data were processed within twelve hours.
The same analysis was repeated for a single-orientation quantitative susceptibility map from each subject, which took approximately the same time to process.
Applying EvePM to subject susceptibility maps
The combined AIR and LDDMM transformation matrices from coregistration were applied with nearest-neighbor interpolation to the Everything Parcellation Map (EvePM), thereby transforming the EvePM into the subject's frame of reference and creating an automated personalized region of interest map per subject. The regions of interest for the transformed EvePM were overlaid per subject using MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA). These ROIs were visually checked using ROIEditor, part of the MRI Studio toolbox (X. Li, H. Jiang, S. Mori; Johns Hopkins University, http://www.mristudio.org), by overlaying the ROI masks onto the QSM images and searching for gross alignment errors across structures. The mean susceptibility and standard deviation were calculated for the left and right structures for over 60 regions of interest. Because a mask of the brain was used to calculate the quantitative susceptibility map, regions outside of this mask were excluded from the calculations. The amount of time needed to apply the transformation matrices in MRI Studio and calculating the mean and standard deviations within each ROI using MATLAB across all subjects was less than two hours.
Gauging accuracy of transformation-based segmentation
The current gold standard for drawing regions of interest is to have an expert rater manually demarcate regions that are visually discernible. We first coregistered all of the subjects with twelve-channel affine nonlinear registration using AIR to transform the GRE magnitude and QSM images into atlas space, namely with image dimensions of 181 × 217 × 181 mm 3 at 1mm 3 isotropic resolution. Using the QSM images, each rater was asked to draw regions of interest in the deep gray matter within four to eight specified axial slices per brain structure.
The affine registration guaranteed consistence in the level of ROI delineation among subjects and ensured that each rater would draw their regions of interest in agreeing slices, allowing a thorough comparison of inter-rater reliability (Mori et al., 2008) .
The "truth" (T) set consisted of one expert rater (Rater A) delineating the regions of interest on all of our subjects using the affine-coregistered multi-orientation quantitative susceptibility maps. To assess inter-rater reliability, we asked two more colleagues (Raters B, C) to draw regions of interest using the multi-orientation quantitative susceptibility map for each subject. To assess intra-rater reliability, the expert rater drew the regions of interest on each subject two times, with one week in between sessions. A few months later, the raters also drew regions of interest on affine-coregistered single-orientation susceptibility maps: Rater B delineated the "gold standard" on these single-orientation QSM images and performed the intra-rater analysis. To assess the accuracy of segmentation, we compared these easily discernible selected regions using our atlas coregistration with LDDMM (automated reliability) with the regions drawn by two raters (inter-rater reliability) and the regions drawn two times by one rater (intra-rater reliability). Each rater and the automated algorithm saved each region of interest as an individual binary map. We compared these binary maps using MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA), excluding voxels outside the brain and gauging the regions with no overlap, partial overlap, and complete overlap. The reliability analysis provided estimates of Kappa statistics, sensitivity, specificity, false positive and negative rates, positive and negative predictive values, Jaccard similarity metrics, and the Dice coefficient (Bartko and Carpenter, 1976; Dice, 1945; Jaccard, 1912; Landis and Koch, 1977; Shattuck et al., 2009; Zijdenbos et al., 1994; Zou et al., 2004) . We also measured the volumetric and boundary-based agreements . Full calculation approaches are explained in Appendix 1.
Creating a reference region for magnetic susceptibility measurements
Magnetic susceptibility measurements are relative, and in order to be reproducibly reported, must be referenced to the mean susceptibility of a particular tissue or structure. It is common to reference to the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) by assigning a value of 0.00ppm as the mean susceptibility in the ventricles Yao et al., 2009 ). However, the CSF showed a large range of susceptibility values, possibly due to partial volume or flow effects, proximity to iron-rich gray matter structures, etc. In line with others Wharton and Bowtell, 2010) , we found that the white matter structures had a much more reproducible average susceptibility over a narrower range of values. Therefore, we created a "reference region of interest" consisting of multiple white matter areas within the atlas transformed into subject space with LDDMM. This reference ROI consists of the following structures, defined as "deep white matter" (Faria et al., 2012) : cerebral peduncles, internal capsule, posterior thalamic radiations (including the optic radiations), corona radiata, centrum semiovale, superior longitudinal fasciculi, fronto-occipital fasciculi (including inferior longitudinal fasciculi), and corpus callosum. This large region of interest became our "Reference ROI," and the average susceptibility of this white matter region was set to −0.03 ppm. This particular value was chosen because it leads to an average susceptibility of approximately 0.00 ppm in the ventricles, allowing each subject to be analyzed on the same reference scale as others referencing with respect to CSF. Referencing the susceptibility maps in this manner produced reproducible measurements of average susceptibility between subjects. More details can be found in Appendix 2.
Correlating susceptibility measurements with brain iron concentration
In 1958, Hallgren and Sourander measured iron concentration of several brain structures from 81 cadavers ranging from 30 to 100 years of age (Hallgren and Sourander, 1958) . They calculated regression lines according to the method of least squares to obtain the following equations describing the concentration of non-heme iron in mg per 100g of fresh weight of tissue (y) for these structures as a function of age ( Using the multi-orientation quantitative susceptibility maps, we plotted the brain iron concentration as a function of average susceptibility for these three regions at our subject's average age of 31-years-old. Then, we linearly interpolated this correlation and placed the average susceptibility values for the other deep gray matter regions on this line. This was then used to predict the mean brain iron concentration for these structures in the EvePM. Not included in this prediction were the gyral areas, which encompass both gray and white matter, and the white matter structures, which contain contributions from myelin and orientation with respect to the main magnetic field. Figure 3a shows that the gray matter regions from the WMPM created from T 1 -weighted and DTI contrast are poorly aligned with gray matter structures seen in the QSM images, most notably in the substantia nigra, which is a difficult structure to delineate on T 1 -weighted images. The gray matter regions were redrawn using the new QSM contrast, producing the DGMPM (Fig. 3b) . Figure 3c shows regions of interest delineated by automated segmentation with the EvePM in the axial, sagittal, and coronal planes, with gray matter from the DGMPM and white matter adjusted from the WMPM. The subset of regions used for testing the accuracy of automated and manual segmentation, which were uniformly selected across four to eight slices of subject brains in MNI coordinates, are shown in Figure  4 , at the levels of the (a) dentate nucleus, (b) red nucleus and substantia nigra, and (c) the basal ganglia. The average and standard deviation of the susceptibility in regions of interest are also displayed per volunteer for each region of interest, as delineated by the gold standard Rater 1 (Fig. 4d ) and by LDDMM (Fig. 4e ).
Results
Region of interest analysis
Accuracy of brain segmentation
The average and standard deviation for the susceptibility measurements for each of the accuracy-assessment ROIs over all of the subjects and for all analysis approaches are shown in the bar graph in Figure 5 , analyzed using (a) multi-orientation QSM and (b) singleorientation QSM, which are (c) highly correlated (R 2 = 0.998). However, the singleorientation susceptibility values show a systematic reduction to about 85% of the corresponding multi-orientation susceptibilities. One dataset delineated by Rater A was established as the "gold standard" for comparing the segmentation methods using the multiorientation QSM images, and one dataset delineated by Rater B was established as the "gold standard" for comparing segmentation methods using the single-orientation QSM images. Statistics characterizing the accuracy of segmentation for multi-orientation QSM are shown in Tables 1 and 2 , and Figure 6 , and for single-orientation QSM in Tables 3 and 4 , and Figure 7 . These results show that most of the measurements by the raters and automated LDDMM are within a standard deviation of variation.
For segmentation using multi-orientation QSM, the overall average Kappa for "manual vs. automated" delineation for the twelve ROIs was 0.85 (Table 1 , Fig. 6a ), which signifies excellent agreement according to the Landis and Koch criteria, in which a Kappa statistic of 0.61-0.80 denotes "substantial" and 0.81-1.00 denotes "almost perfect" agreement (Landis and Koch, 1977) . The left portion of the substantia nigra, a generally small and difficult structure to segment, had the smallest index of agreement (Kappa = 0.79, still within a range of substantial agreement), while the left red nucleus had the largest index of agreement (Kappa = 0.90). Generally, the Kappa statistic was higher for large paramagnetic structures, with QSM contrast sufficient for both manual and automated segmentation. The inter-rater reliability was found to be Kappa = 0.89 for both Raters B and C, as compared with the gold standard from Rater A. The Kappa statistics for the automated method were fairly close to the inter-rater Kappa statistics, indicating that the automated approach has accuracy similar to manual segmentation performed by multiple raters. The intra-rater reliability was found to have a Kappa = 0.94, which was, as expected, higher than the "manual vs. automated" or inter-rater Kappa values for most regions. The Dice coefficients (Fig. 6b) were very similar to the Kappa statistics, namely 0.94 for the intra-rater, 0.85 for "manual vs. automated," 0.89 for inter-rater A and B, and 0.90 for inter-rater A and C segmentation. The overall Jaccard similarity metric (Fig. 6c ) was 0.74 for the "manual vs. automated" method, 0.88 for the intra-rater reliability, 0.81 between Raters A and B, and 0.81 between Raters A and C. The overall positive predictive value (PPV, Fig. 6d ) was 0.91 for the "manual vs. automated" method, which reflects how well areas that were delineated in the automated method predicted a matching area in the manual gold standard. The PPV for "manual vs. automated" was lower than the intra-rater PPV of 0.96 and one inter-rater PPV of 0.95 between Raters A and C, but higher than the inter-rater PPV of 0.85 between Raters A and B. The negative predictive value (NPV) was close to 1.0 for all methods, mainly because the "true negatives" for these samples consisted of the entire brain mask, which was much larger than the individual regions of interest. The overall false negative rate (FNR) between automated and the manual gold standard was 0.2, which was a little higher than the intra-rater FNR of 0.08 and the inter-rater FNRs of 0.06 (Rater B) and 0.15 (Rater C). The false positive rate (FPR), or the probability of a positive value from the method corresponding with a negative value of the gold standard, was extremely low (approximately 0%) for all of the methods. The overall sensitivity of the "manual vs. automated" method, which measures how many of the automated "positives" matched the "true positives" of the manual method, was 80% (Fig.  6e ). This was a little less than intra-rater measurements and those of Rater B and Rater C (92%, 88%, and 85%, respectively). The specificity (Fig. 6f) , which measures the proportion of negative values in the gold standard that were correctly identified by the tested method, was extremely high (greater than 99%) for all methods. The volumetric analysis (Fig. 6g) revealed high correlations between all of the metrics. The R 2 ranged from 0.9923 to 0.9998 and the slopes ranged from 0.803 (inter-rater A and B) to 1.003 (intra-rater). The R 2 of the second delineation by Rater A ("gold standard") vs. the automated method (R 2 = 0.9941) was higher than the R 2 from Rater A vs. Rater C (R 2 = 0.9923), and the slope of Rater A vs. the automated method (0.890) was higher than Rater A vs. Rater B (0.803). The agreement between the boundaries (Fig. 6h) was also comparable between all of the delineations. The highest disagreement (high boundary-based metric), both in manual vs. automated and interraters, occurred in the left globus pallidus.
For segmentation using single-orientation QSM, with a gold standard using the second set of ROIs delineated by Rater B, the overall average Kappa for "manual vs. automated" delineation for the twelve ROIs was 0.88 (Table 3 , Fig. 7a ), whereas the intra-rater (between the two ROI maps created by Rater B) and inter-rater (between Raters B and A, as well as between Raters B and C) Kappa statistics (0.86, 0.85, and 0.86, respectively) were somewhat lower than the statistics from segmentation with multi-orientation QSM. The susceptibility calculations for these single-orientation QSM maps are less well-conditioned than the multi-orientation method, resulting in noisier maps that are more difficult for human raters to delineate manually. Still, the Kappa statistics denote "almost perfect" agreement based upon the Landis and Koch criteria. Among the individual regions, the lowest Kappa statistic was once again found in the left substantia nigra, with an intra-rater Kappa statistic of 0.81, but a higher "manual vs. automated" Kappa of 0.88. The lowest "manual vs. automated" Kappa statistic was found in the right caudate nucleus (0.82), with the highest Kappa statistic in the left putamen (0.92); however, this range is still well within "almost perfect" agreement. The Dice coefficients (Fig. 7b) were once again similar to the Kappa statistics, with 0.86 for the intra-rater, 0.88 for "manual vs. automated," 0.85 for inter-rater B and A, and 0.86 for inter-rater B and C segmentation. Compared to the multiorientation QSM, the Jaccard similarity metric (Fig. 7c) was higher for the "manual vs. automated" method (0.79), while metrics for the intra-rater (0.76), inter-rater B and A (0.75), and inter-rater B and C (0.76) were lower. The overall positive predictive value (PPV, Fig. 7d ) was 0.84 for the "manual vs. automated" method, with lower values for the human rater delineation (intra-rater = 0.83, inter-rater B and A = 0.80, inter-rater B and C = 0.83), showing that the human raters had more variation from the manual gold standard. The negative predictive value (NPV) was once again approximately 1.0 for all methods. The overall false negative rate (FNR) between automated and the manual gold standard was 0.06, which was a little lower than the intra-rater FNR of 0.10 and the inter-rater FNRs of 0.07 (Raters B and A) and 0.10 (Raters B and C), indicating that the automated method is less likely to include voxels that are not truly part of the region of interest. The false positive rate (FPR) was once again extremely low (approximately 0%) for all of the methods, most likely because the brain mask region of true negatives was again much larger than each individual region of interest. The overall sensitivity of the "manual vs. automated" method was 94% (Fig. 7e) , indicating that the automated method matched the regions of interest in the gold standard very well, even better than the intra-rater and inter-rater measurements (90%, 93%, 90%, respectively). The specificity (Fig. 7f) was extremely high (greater than 99%) for all methods. The volumetric analysis (Fig. 7g ) once again exhibited high correlations between all of the metrics, though slightly lower correlations than the linear fitting of the multi-orientation data. The R 2 ranged from 0.9859 to 0.9992 and the slopes ranged from 0.992 to 1.172. The R 2 and slope comparing the automated method to Rater B ("gold standard") at 0.9949 and 1.134, respectively, fell between the two inter-rater agreements between Raters B and C (R 2 = 0.9859, slope = 1.011) and Raters B and A (R 2 = 0.9981, slope = 1.172), showing that coregistration of single-orientation QSM images with the automated method is very comparable to human delineation of these single-orientation QSM images. The agreement between the boundaries (Fig. 7h) was also comparable between segmentation methods, with the highest disagreement once again in the left globus pallidus.
Average magnetic susceptibility across brain regions
The mean and standard deviation of the magnetic susceptibility from automated segmentation with multi-orientation QSM for each three-dimensional structure in the EvePM, as referenced to the multi-structure white matter reference ROI, are listed in Table 5 across all subjects (n = 5). Overall, for coregistration and segmentation with multiorientation QSM, the globus pallidus had the highest average susceptibility at 0.105 +/− 0.010ppm relative to CSF, while the values for other gray matter structures were generally also positive, likely due to the presence of iron within these structures. The lowest susceptibility was found in the posterior thalamic radiations, with an average susceptibility of −0.043 +/− 0.001ppm. Such low susceptibility values were generally seen in white matter tracts oriented perpendicular to the main magnetic field.
Our automated segmentation also separates left and right structures within a region of interest. The statistics characterizing the accuracy of segmentation showed no significant differences between these lateralized portions of one structure. Most of the average susceptibility values for these structures were within a standard deviation, showing no statistically significant differences between the two hemispheres. In the putamen, however, the left structure consistently exhibited a higher average susceptibility than the right across all volunteers (Fig. 4d,e ) and all segmentation methods (Fig. 5) , a trend also visible in the globus pallidus, but less significant. Table 6 and Figure 8 show a comparison of the average susceptibility for regions of interest delineated by our atlas analysis with multi-orientation QSM images to values from the literature, for regions of interest in the deep gray matter and several white matter fiber bundles Li et al., 2012b; Liu et al., 2011; Schweser et al., 2011; Wharton and Bowtell, 2010) . Figure 9a shows the magnetic susceptibility measured for nine deep gray matter structures in our five 30-to 33-year-old volunteers using multi-orientation QSM. It would be useful to correlate these to tissue iron concentration values reported in the literature. However, brain iron concentration changes with age. Based on histology-based brain iron extracted from 81 subjects aged 30-to 100-years-old, Hallgren and Sourander reported the iron concentration as a function of age for only three of the structures in our atlas, namely the globus pallidus, putamen, and caudate nucleus (Hallgren and Sourander, 1958) . In an effort to deduce the iron concentration for our volunteers in the other regions, we plotted the concentrations for the three known regions calculated for age 31 as a function of measured quantitative magnetic susceptibility (black circles in Fig. 9b ) and fitted them to a straight line, thereby generating a plot of the brain iron concentration as a function of average susceptibility with respect to CSF:
Correlating iron concentration with mean susceptibility
Overall, the Pearson's correlation coefficient for the interpolated iron concentration versus the age-based calculations from the Hallgren and Sourander paper (Hallgren and Sourander, 1958) was R 2 = 0.997, indicating a very good correlation. We subsequently placed the susceptibilities of other regions (gray squares) on this line connecting these points. The iron concentration of these other regions can then be calculated from the average susceptibility according to the equation for the fitted line. Table 7 lists the predicted iron concentration for each of these gray matter regions and compares them to average iron concentration values for similar age groups, as taken from the literature.
Discussion
The white matter parcellation map from the Eve atlas is based on the standard DTI resolution of 2.2 × 2.2 × 2.2 mm 3 isotropic voxels, with gray matter mainly delineated on a coregistered T1-weighted MPRAGE with 1mm 3 isotropic voxels. Due to possible partial voluming effects and insufficient contrast for several gray matter regions like the dentate nucleus, red nucleus, and substantia nigra, the boundaries of the white matter parcellation map do not perfectly agree with deep gray matter structures that can be easily seen on QSM images, as shown in Figure 3a . The increase in contrast provided by the quantitative susceptibility images improved the definition of these deep gray matter regions (Fig. 3b,c) , allowing the magnetic susceptibility of deep gray matter structures to be automatically and reproducibly quantified for a group of 30-to 33-year-old volunteers. In addition, using literature data for the age-dependent iron content of three regions, a calibration plot correlating magnetic susceptibility with iron content could be generated that was used to determine the iron concentrations of six other deep gray matter structures.
Quantification of magnetic susceptibilities
We compared our multi-orientation magnetic susceptibility numbers to data reported in the recent QSM literature by recalculating all of these values with respect to CSF (0.00 ppm) as a reference (Table 6 , Fig. 8 ). This was needed because various referencing approaches have been used to normalize the relative susceptibility numbers between subjects. Most groups choose reference regions of interest in some CSF-containing structure and assign this to 0 ppm Schweser et al., 2011) . However, many of the structures containing CSF are fairly inhomogeneous and small, making them difficult to delineate accurately. Other groups reference to the average susceptibility of white matter set to 0 ppm (Wharton and Bowtell, 2010) , which provides more reproducible results, but a slightly skewed frame of reference from the natural demarcation of gray matter tending to be more paramagnetic and white matter tending to be more diamagnetic than CSF. Our referencing approach ) is a compromise between the two methods in which the region is chosen in easily delineated deep white matter and assigned an average susceptibility of −0.03 ppm, so that the average susceptibility of CSF is approximately 0.00pm. For example, examination of the histograms for susceptibility in the CSF between the frontal portion and body of the lateral ventricle shows substantial differences both within and between volunteers, whereas the histograms for the white matter reference region show consistent average susceptibilities and standard deviations across all volunteers (for more details, see Appendix 2). Note that using white matter as a reference region of interest may not be appropriate for all subject populations (e.g., comparing normal controls to multiple sclerosis patients, who may have white matter lesions). However, a large ROI in the white matter has been shown to be a consistent choice for normal control populations, as previously shown by others (Deistung et al., 2013; Li et al., 2012b; Wharton and Bowtell, 2010) .
The QSM template in the current Eve atlas is a high-end standard meant to show what can be achieved for this resolution using multiple orientations. When using other approaches, the relationship between this standard and other approaches should be established first. With respect to inter-subject coregistration, steps 1-5 in Figure 2 should be independent of the QSM analysis method because these use only use the magnitude images. From step 6 on (LDDMM on magnitude + QSM), differences in analysis may change the structure definition. However, while the single brain orientation images have some artifacts, the size and relative contrast of the deep gray matter structures are expected to be similar to those on multi-orientation QSM images and the atlas remains useful. Of course, the value of the susceptibility may be affected by the particular method used to calculate the single orientation susceptibilities. Figure 5 shows a comparison between the average and standard deviations of susceptibility values from (a) multi-orientation QSM and (b) single-orientation QSM images across all of our 30-to 33-year-old subjects for each rater. Overall, the average susceptibility values per region of interest fall within a standard deviation per rater and method. Generally, when using the single-orientation QSM images, the statistics for segmentation accuracy for "manual vs. automated" delineation were higher than intra-rater and inter-rater delineation. Single-orientation QSM images tend to be noisier than multi-orientation QSM images, which, according to our human raters, makes manual ROI delineation particularly difficult. Thus, the automated segmentation method may improve delineation, especially when much variation exists between human raters. Figure 5c shows a correlation plot of the multi-and single orientation susceptibility values. They are highly correlated, but the slope shows that the single-orientation susceptibilities calculated with dipole fitting and the LSQR method consistently underestimate the susceptibility by about 85%. This does not reduce the value of the atlas, but indicates that in use it for absolute determinations of susceptibilities for subjects in clinical studies, researchers should first compare their particular singleorientation approach with the multi-orientation gold standard for their controls. QSM is an approach that is especially sensitive to the acquisition and processing methods as well as, for certain structures, to the age of the subjects. Coregistration using the QSM contrast in the Eve atlas, however, should be sufficient to put the uniformly calculated regions of interest from the EvePM into subject space for comparison in these clinical studies.
Generally, as shown by Table 6 and Figure 8 , the relative shifts between the average susceptibility of structures measured with multi-orientation QSM in this work showed trends similar to measurements at 3T and 7T by other investigators Li et al., 2012b; Liu et al., 2011; Schweser et al., 2011; Wharton and Bowtell, 2010) . However, the actual values still show some variation between groups. This is not unexpected in view of the age and gender differences between the subjects analyzed, as well as the many different analysis approaches used and the continuous development of new approaches. Currently, there are multiple methods of phase unwrapping to derive the resonance frequency map and several approaches for removal of the background gradient fields and the calculation of susceptibility from the resonance frequency. The latter part of the calculation may especially induce great differences as the magnitude of the susceptibility and its accuracy depends on threshold settings for the inverse analysis, the use of one versus multiple brain orientations, and the use of different types of regularization. The referencing method will also affect the susceptibility measurements, especially if the reference region shows wide variations in average susceptibility within and across volunteers, as previously discussed for referencing to CSF.
The papers cited in Table 6 and Figure 8 utilized manual delineation, with only two dimensional, usually transverse, images showing the regions of interest, and no uniform mention of the percentage of each structure that was segmented; therefore, the "average susceptibility" of a particular region could possibly denote a few brain slices across that structure or many slices across the entire structure, resulting in more heterogeneity between projects. For example, the SHARP method with susceptibilities calculated using COSMOS for one male, LSQR for one male, and LQSR for males and females showed consistently higher average susceptibilities in the globus pallidus , with very little description on how the ROIs were drawn. Region of interest selection was thoroughly described in , with ten 1mm slices encompassing the basal ganglia, white matter, and thalamus; in this group, the bright rims around the globus pallidus and putamen were excluded, leading to lower average susceptibility values in the globus pallidus, but surprisingly higher values in the putamen. White matter was used as a reference ROI in (Wharton and Bowtell, 2010) , with regions of interest drawn on the left and right sides of four to five slices per brain level; however, the reference ROI is not shown in the paper, only listed as "WM throughout the brain for each subject." The COSMOS and MEDI calculations in were referenced to one white matter ROI (above the corpus callosum), with deep gray matter regions drawn manually on magnitude images, and cortical regions drawn on the COSMOS images; the average susceptibility values in the substantia nigra seem lower compared to the globus pallidus for these methods. Our method seemed to correlate within rounding error with Weighted K-space partial Derivatives conducted at 3T, with similar susceptibilities in the globus pallidus, putamen, caudate nucleus, and corpus callosum. These similarities could be due to both groups processing the phase images with Laplacian-based phase unwrapping, which partially removes the background field, resulting in smoother frequency maps. Interestingly, this was the only group who reported substantially higher values in the dentate nucleus than the putamen, but do not describe the age range of their subjects or the structure containing their CSF reference. Previous work at 7T from our group showed close agreement in the white matter structures, especially the corpus callosum and posterior thalamic radiations, most likely due to the close age range across all-male subjects (30 to 33 years old versus 30 to 36 years old) and utilizing similar processing with multi-orientation GRE acquisition, Laplacian-based phase unwrapping for background removal, and COSMOS for susceptibility calculation. Our current work shows consistently lower standard deviations than most other groups, which we mainly attribute to uniformity of segmentation and similarity between the age and gender of our subjects. Substantial agreement between all methods was especially seen in the putamen, a relatively straightforward structure to delineate, in which iron accumulation is relatively constant between the ages of 20 and 60 years old.
Future research comparing the susceptibility values from uniformly-drawn 3D regions of interest for the various methods across specific age groups, scanner types, field strengths, referencing, and sequence parameters would be useful to assess the reproducibility or calculable differences between the methods.
Iron concentrations
Comparing iron concentrations per region of interest is complicated by the age-dependence of iron in the brain. For example, while iron in the globus pallidus levels off around twenty years of age, the iron in the putamen increases significantly between 60 to 70 years of age (Brass et al., 2006; Drayer et al., 1986) . Therefore, the iron calculated in the putamen for our set of volunteers between 30-to 33-years-old may differ from the average iron in the putamen across volunteers of many different ages, but it is still a good value to use for the linear calibration curve for the age group of our volunteers. Based on the available data from Hallgren and Sourander (Hallgren and Sourander, 1958) , we were limited to three points for linear fitting, which may have limited accuracy. However, as Table 7 shows, our estimates of the average iron concentration in deep gray matter regions correspond fairly well with the existing literature. Overall, the values shown for the nine different deep gray matter structures seem to reinforce our age-based calibration of brain iron concentration as a function of average susceptibility per region of interest.
Most of the literature data are based on the combined average susceptibility for left and right portions of various structures. Our atlas-based analysis automatically separates left and right regions. When comparing these, the average susceptibility for most of them was within a standard deviation of difference. Interestingly, in our study, for all of the different methods of segmentation, the left and right portions of the putamen showed similar statistical measurements, but heterogeneity in average susceptibility. That is, the left putamen consistently showed a higher average susceptibility than the right putamen (when conducting a paired t-test comparing the left and right structures for all volunteers per rater, the p-value ranged from 0.001 to 0.02). This behavior was also mirrored by the average susceptibility in the left and right portions of the globus pallidus (p-value ranging from 0.002 to 0.01). Our previous work for five male subjects in the same age range at 7T also showed a higher average susceptibility in the left putamen when compared to the right, but within a standard deviation . Because the QSM images were created with multi-orientation multi-echo gradient-recalled echo images, we do not believe that these differences are due to any technological errors in the acquisition or analysis. However, these datasets only assessed five right-handed male scientist and engineer volunteers, and a larger population is needed to merit scientifically sound observations. Closer examination of the basal ganglia at higher resolution or higher field may pinpoint the source of the heterogeneity seen in these quantitative susceptibility images.
Technical details
In this study, we utilized affine transformation for brain normalization, which is a valid procedure but does produce some errors. Therefore, the standard deviations shown do not only demonstrate variations in average susceptibility measurements between volunteers, but also possible errors from registration. This is especially possible in small regions of interest, which are less likely to be accurately coregistered. That said, by comparing the rater segmentation across affine-coregistered images and specifying the slices through which each region of interest was delineated, we ensured a controlled environment for analyzing the accuracy of segmentation for coregistration with either multi-orientation QSM or singleorientation QSM.
Due to the large variation in the peripheral cortical areas between subjects, the cortex was segmented into various regions containing both white and gray matter. Because we erode the superficial cortex while processing the quantitative susceptibility maps, these cortical areas may actually contain more white matter, and only provide a general measurement of the susceptibility in the periphery of the brain. In the future, an analysis using the subject MPRAGE to assess the percentage of gray and white matter in the cortical areas may provide a closer examination of differences between these outer regions of the brain.
Generally, automated processing with LDDMM provides segmentation at an accuracy that is comparable to manual delineation by multiple raters (Faria et al., 2011; Faria et al., 2010; Oishi et al., 2009 ). The specificity was particularly high and the false positive rate was particularly low; this is most likely due to the area of "negative" agreement being the entire brain, which was large in size compared to the regions that were delineated. Because of the intrinsic ability of the human eye to differentiate between structures of different intensities, manual delineation is held as the gold standard of ROI segmentation; however, drawing these regions by hand can be time-consuming: the human raters on average spent several days drawing ten ROIs on five volunteers, whereas the automated algorithm delineated left and right regions for over sixty structures in less than 24 hours.
Manual delineation is also prone to human error; for example, one of the raters initially demarcated only the outline of a region, which had to be corrected. Also, as seen with the single-orientation QSM images, several smaller structures may be particularly difficult for researchers to manually delineate, resulting in more variation due to human error. The average statistical metrics showed "almost perfect" agreement between all of the segmentation processes for both multi-orientation and single-orientation QSM. Using boundary-based metrics, we confirmed that the disagreement between manual and automated delineation was not significantly higher than the disagreement between delineation by human raters; in fact, the automated segmentation seemed to perform better than human raters when delineating single-orientation QSM images. Finally, the correlations between volumes measured manually or with the automated method were very close to 1, for coregistration and segmentation using either multi-orientation or single-orientation QSM. Note that a correlation of 1 would be an absolutely perfect correlation between different metrics, which is nearly impossible. Both the automated and the different human raters can sometimes "overestimate" or "underestimate" a given region, but no consistent bias on over-or underestimation was detected for any of the methods.
MRI Studio is a powerful coregistration tool, with templates based on different types of contrast, including T 1 -weighted, T 2 -weighted, DTI, and now QSM images, which allows various possibilities for inter-subject coregistration. QSM contrast is particularly useful for delineating gray matter regions like the substantia nigra, red nucleus, and dentate nucleus, which are typically difficult to segment in the T 1 -weighted templates used in software like FreeSurfer and the previous T 1 -weighted template for MRI Studio. Addition of the QSM contrast to either of these will enhance the capabilities to segment these nuclei.
By segmenting many regions of interest in an automated and timely fashion, data analysis on large datasets may be performed. In this first paper, the brains of five subjects were delineated in an automated process within 24 hours, allowing us to compare these susceptibility values from multi-orientation QSM images to known age-matched iron values in the literature. Determination of the concentration of iron within the brain from these susceptibilities is not straightforward to measure, largely due to the fact that iron concentration changes with age. Many of the papers that assess iron concentration have averaged the iron per brain structure over a small number of subjects that span a large age range. Nonetheless, as Table 7 shows, interpolation of iron concentration for various gray matter structures based on the automated segmentation of multi-orientation quantitative susceptibility values seems to match the appropriate range of iron for these structures, as compared to the literature. A more thorough analysis across a wider range of ages involving more subjects would allow the creation of a baseline susceptibility across various ages, possibly leading to correlating iron concentration in the brain throughout development and aging.
Conclusion
We have created a single-subject template that may be used to conduct group analyses of both multi-orientation and single-orientation quantitative susceptibility maps, improving analysis efficiency by automating region of interest delineation of the left and right structures for over 60 brain areas. We have also provided an estimate of brain iron in several deep gray matter regions as correlated with quantitative susceptibility measurements from multi-orientation QSM images. False Negative: regions part of T but not part of R A.4 These values are illustrated in Table A .1.
Only regions within the brain were considered for the true negative calculation, so the number of total voxels equals the region within the brain mask. The diagonal elements of this table indicate the number of voxels that are in the same class for both the truth and the results; that is, they agreed on the TP and TN, and disagreed on the FP and FN.
Calculations Success and Error Rates (Shattuck et al., 2009)
The sensitivity, specificity, false positive rate (FPR), and false negative rate (FNR) are calculated based on the total elements in a particular set (i.e., |A| is the size of set A). The positive predictive value (PPV) is based on the number of all positives and the negative predictive value (NPV) is based on the number of all negatives.
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Boundary-Based Metric This metric is the scalar product of the normal vector at each voxel of the ROI contour by the magnitude of the LDDMM deformation field that transforms a set of ROIs (e.g., the automated method) to another (e.g., Rater A, the "gold-standard") on that voxel. The value is inversely proportional to the agreement between delineations. A .11 where the observed agreement is the quotient between the number of true positives and true negatives over the total number of voxels:
Similarity between Datasets
A .12 and the chance agreement is calculated from the independent assignation of each rater to voxels of the same class: A.13 Therefore, the Kappa Coefficient is equal to:
A.14 Jaccard Similarity Coefficient ( 
Appendix 2: Referencing susceptibility values to a region of interest
Due to the arbitrary setting of the scanner resonance frequency, magnetic susceptibility values are relative, and must be referenced to a particular region in order to obtain reproducible quantitative values. Often, the cerebrospinal fluid is used as a reference region, with the average susceptibility set to 0.00pm. However, the CSF is spread throughout the brain in the large, somewhat inhomogeneous ventricles, and is especially prone to artifacts like flow effects, proximity to iron-containing gray matter regions, etc. Segmentation with the EvePM allows efficient comparison between various CSF-containing regions, enabling us to compare the histograms of susceptibility values per region. For example, as Figure A1 shows, the average susceptibility in one structure, the lateral ventricle, exhibits substantial differences between various areas of the ventricle, e.g., the body of the lateral ventricle (Fig.  A1b) versus the frontal portion of the lateral ventricle (Fig. A1c) . Differences are found both within and between volunteers, showing that CSF may be an erratic referencing tool.
For this project, we created a large reference region by combining several large white matter bundles: cerebral peduncles, internal capsule, posterior thalamic radiations (including the optic radiations), corona radiata, centrum semiovale, superior longitudinal fasciculi, frontooccipital fasciculi (including inferior longitudinal fasciculi), and corpus callosum. This large region showed consistent average and standard deviation in susceptibility values across all volunteers. Granted, the choice of white matter as a reference ROI may not be appropriate for all subject populations; for example, multiple sclerosis patients may have lesions in the white matter. However, a large ROI in the white matter has also been shown to be a consistent choice for normal control populations (Deistung et al., 2013; Li et al., 2012b; Wharton and Bowtell, 2010) . 
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Highlights
We added a Quantitative Susceptibility Mapping (QSM) template to the Eve atlas.
We utilized MRI Studio software to coregister QSM images to the Eve atlas.
Automated segmentation took less than 24 hours for over sixty brain regions.
We derived a susceptibility-iron calibration curve based on known iron values.
This curve was used to determine iron concentration in other gray matter regions. Flowchart for creating EvePM and atlas templates. Flowchart showing analysis steps for each dataset. Statistics showing the accuracy of segmentation between raters using multi-orientation susceptibility maps. Comparing the regions of interest to the second time point of Rater A showed intra-rater reliability between Rater A's two time points ("Intra-Rater"), reliability between human and automated delineation with multi-orientation QSM ("Automated MO"), and inter-rater reliability between Raters A and B ("Inter-Rater A and B"), as well as between Raters A and C ("Inter-Rater A and C"), through the following statistics: (a) the Kappa statistic, (b) the Dice coefficient, (c) the Jaccard similarity metric, (d) the positive predictive value, (e) the sensitivity, (f) the specificity, (g) correlation between volumes with the coefficients of linear fitting, and (h) boundary-based metric. Statistics showing the accuracy of segmentation between raters using single-orientation susceptibility maps. Comparing the regions of interest to the second time point of Rater B showed intra-rater reliability between Rater B's two time points ("Intra-Rater"), reliability between human and automated delineation with single-orientation QSM ("Automated SO"), and inter-rater reliability between Raters B and A ("Inter-Rater B and A"), as well as between Raters B and C ("Inter-Rater B and C"), through the following statistics: (a) the Kappa statistic, (b) the Dice coefficient, (c) the Jaccard similarity metric, (d) the positive predictive value, (e) the sensitivity, (f) the specificity, (g) correlation between volumes with the coefficients of linear fitting, and (h) boundary-based metric. Overall average statistics comparing the accuracy of segmentation using multi-orientation QSM Table 3 Overall average statistics comparing the accuracy of segmentation using single-orientation QSM Table 7 Iron concentrations interpolated from average susceptibility measurements from automated atlas segmentation, as compared to iron concentrations from the literature for deep gray matter regions 
